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**​Update 13 July​** ​This paper is now closed for comments. Thank you to everyone who                             
has taken the time to leave comments. The Europeana & DPLA Working Group are reviewing                             
the comments and will be incorporating them in the next version of the white papers. We will                                 
be providing further updates via our blogs.  
Introduction 
This white paper is the product of a joint Digital Public Library of America                           
(DPLA)­Europeana working group organized to ​develop minimum rights statement                 
metadata standards for organizations that contribute to DPLA and Europeana. This                     
white paper deals specifically with the technical infrastructure of a common                     
namespace (rightsstatements.org) that hosts the rights statements to be used by (at                       
minimum) the DPLA and Europeana. 
These recommendations for a common technical infrastructure for rights statements                   
outline a simple, flexible, and extensible framework to host the rights statements at                         
rightsstatements.org. This white paper specifically outlines the management of rights                   
statements as linked open data. The rights statements are published according to                       
Best Practices for Publishing RDF Vocabularies​. They are encoded into                   1
dereferenceable URIs, express further information encoded in RDF, and link to                     
existing vocabularies and standards. The rights statements adhere to expressions of                     
existing rights vocabularies. Furthermore the paper reviews the publication and                   
implementation to make the rights statements available through human­readable web                   
pages augmented with machine­readable formats.  
This document outlines the need for this common infrastructure, the Working Group’s                       
basic recommendations, and the reasons why we took this approach. This document                       
is presented as a white paper, open for comments from the DPLA and Europeana                           





recommendations will be finalized by the Working Group and published as a green                         
paper.  
While the infrastructure proposed here is designed with DPLA and Europeana                     
contributors in mind, we also recognize that the rights statements standards will be                         
most useful if they are adopted even more broadly. They are therefore created with                           
input from and thought to other cultural heritage organizations in both the North                         
America and Europe. Comments from those organizations, and from organizations                   
outside of the North America and Europe, are especially valued. 
Glossary of terms 
● Work: a literary or artistic work of authorship contained in the collections of a                           
cultural heritage institution. 
● Digital Object ​: a digital representation of a work, or a born­digital work made                         
available by a cultural heritage institution. 
● Public Domain​: Content, Metadata or other subject matter not protected by                     
Intellectual Property Rights and/or subject to a waiver of Intellectual Property                     
Rights. 
● License: ​a legally binding license authorizing licensees to undertake specific                   
actions that might otherwise be infringing on copyright and/or other intellectual                     
property rights held by the licensor.  
● Rights Statement: An assertion about the copyright status of a work drawn                         
from a shared set of categories. In the rightsstatements.org DPLA­Europeana                   
context, a rights statement is not a legal document per se, rather it is a simple,                               




The DPLA­Europeana Rights Statements Working Group was created to develop a                     
uniform set of copyright­status metadata elements for use primarily by cultural                     
heritage institutions that contribute content and metadata to the Digital Public Library                       
of America (DPLA) and to Europeana. The Rightsstatements.org governance                 
structure, technical infrastructure, and metadata requirements outlined in this series of                     
white papers has been produced by the Rights Statement Working Group in                       




































Europeana and the DPLA both have large collections of metadata pertaining to                       
cultural objects. Libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural institutions have                   
supplied each of these objects with a rights statement. In the case of Europeana,                           






The controlled list that Europeana maintains consists of all Creative Commons legal                       
tools plus an additional set of Europeana made and controlled rights statements.                       
These rights statements are dereferenceable URIs leading to human­ and                   
machine­readable representations of the rights statements following the “extended”                 
requirements as described by ​Best Practices for Publishing RDF Vocabularies​.  3
Using a controlled set of rights statements makes metadata aggregated by projects                       
such as Europeana and DPLA more valuable for reuse. It enables accurate search,                         
and the use of algorithms to find works and communicate how works can be reused. It                               
adds to the overall findability of the objects. It also allows explanations about the reuse                             
of rights to be centralised. Working with a controlled set of statements also offers                           
possible copyright options so that providers and copyright holders can provide more                       
accurate assignment of appropriate statements for web resources of cultural objects.                     
A controlled set of statements also provides a base for educational materials and tools                           
to further educate the cultural heritage community about copyright.  
As the Europeana rights statements are intended for the use in the Europeana dataset                           
only, Europeana controls its language, versioning, and availability. This makes these                     
statements less attractive to entities outside of Europeana, as they do not know if                           
rights statements will remain the same or cause confusion about the range of                         
applicability of the statements. In order for other parties to receive the same benefits                           
of a controlled list of rights statements, we propose to develop a neutral namespace of                             
rights statements: rightsstatements.org . A neutral namespace for rights statements                 4
keeps the benefits of creating a controlled list, removes the drawbacks of a single                           


























A machine­readable description of the statements will be provided, which will be made                         
available via the URI pattern above. 
The group has made progress identifying vocabularies of classes and properties to                       
express the data for the statements. Some basic principles have been agreed on: 
● The working group will model the rights statement metadata using the                     
Resource Description Framework (RDF) 1.1 Abstract Syntax as a Simple                   6
Knowledge Organization System concept scheme.  7
● The model will treat rights statements as members of the                   
dcterms:RightsStatement​ class. 
● The rights statements model requires all literals and/or lexical labels to include                       
an appropriate language tag.  
Class for Rights Statements 
In attempting to define classes for rights statements, the group identified an issue in                           
current practice. Within the Europeana context, both Europeana Data Model and EU                       
Rights Framework have adopted the Creative Commons Rights Expression Language                   
(ccREL) ​cc:License class. The ​CC REL RDF Schema ​asserts that a ​cc:License is a                           8
subclass of ​dcterms:LicenseDocument ( ​“A legal document giving official permission to                   
do something with a Resource” ​) ​which appears narrower than what is intended by the                           











Because rightsstatements.org rights statements are not legal documents per se, this                     
group feels that using ​cc:License may be misleading, especially in cases that express                         
public domain status. Therefore, this version of the rights statement concept scheme                       
uses the broader ​dcterms:RightsStatement class (“A statement about the intellectual                   
property rights (IPR) held in or over a Resource, a legal document giving official                           
permission to do something with a resource, or a statement about access rights”) .  10
Relationships with Other Rights Statements 
The set of rights statements provided by rightsstatements.org will be most valuable as                         
Linked Data if it enables connections to other existing frameworks for expressing                       
rights information. Whenever possible, a rightsstatement.org RDF representation will                 
include references to related standards through the use of ​skos:closeMatch,                   
skos:exactMatch, or ​skos:relatedMatch. ​For example, the PREMIS data model allows                   





As the rightsstatements.org concept scheme develops, it will seek to incorporate                     
relationships to other rights expressions and classifications deemed appropriate for                   
the cultural heritage community.  
Open Data Modeling Issues 
A number of modeling issues have still to be resolved by the group after feedback is                               
received from the community. 
Property for Rights Statement Labels 
Each rights statement will have a primary human­readable label (“In Copyright”) and                       
short identifier (“ic”). Related standards for expressing copyright status (CC, EDM) use                       
dc:title ​while ODRS uses ​rdfs:label ​. In this version of the rightsstatements.org concept                       
scheme, we propose using ​skos:prefLabel in line with our secondary goal of creating a                           
SKOS vocabulary for the rights statements. 
Community Specific Permissions & Constraints 
A feature of the proposed rights statements includes community specific permissions                     
and constraints, for example “In Copyright ­ Educational Use Only.” Using the Open                         
Digital Rights Language (ODRL) Version 2.1 Ontology , we propose utilizing                   12







external vocabulary supporting “educational use” for this scheme, it would necessitate                     
hosting and creating a term, e.g., ​http://rightsstatements.org/purpose/education ​. This               
larger question of hosting and maintaining community specific constraints in addition                     
to rights statements at rightsstatements.org requires further discussion. 
Implementation & Extensibility 
Because rights issues involve a number of additional facets beyond rights statements,                       
the ability to provide guidance for implementation and determine whether the set of                         
statements should be available as an extensible framework. Issues to be considered                       
include: 
● How to apply validity designations for a particular statement (e.g., “In Copyright”                       
ending “2025­05­01” and “Public Domain” starting “2025­05­02”). Adding               
optional data to the URL might look like:               
http://rightsstatements.org/rs/pd/1.0/US/from/2025­05­02/ and   
http://rightsstatements.org/rs/ic­donor­restrictions/1.0/US/until/2025­05­01/ 
● Best practices on applying jurisdiction­specific restrictions to or with any                   
statement that does not specify such restriction in its definition 
● Best practices on applying additional rights and access related properties to                     
objects, such as dcterms:rightsHolder and embargo restrictions 
Internationalization and Translations 
Rights statements can be specific to a jurisdiction, but they are not language­specific.                         
However we are in an international environment. The group may consider how to                         
facilitate the creation of language­specific representations (translations) of a rights                   
statement, with their own URI. Following the practice at Creative Commons, the URI                         
for such a representation would have the URI elements mentioned above for the rights                           




Changes in human­readable text will require a new version of the rights statement.                         







The rights statements vocabulary will contain a human­ and machine­readable                   
overview. Additionally, each rights statement will be available in human­ and                     
machine­readable versions. The human­readable version will be rendered in HTML                   
generated by the RDF serializations. This section deals with the response a machine                         






Machine readable formats are used to structurally communicate what the function of a                         
web page is. Rights statements pages on rightsstatements.org will convey, at a                       
minimum, the statement’s title, descriptive and scope information, jurisdiction, creator,                   
version, and other translations. Properties and classes will be drawn from the following                         
namespaces: 
Namespaces   

















The following example demonstrates the “In Copyright ­ Educational Use Only” rights                       
statement expressed in RDF. This articulation is meant to illustrate how the rights                         





































































































































This section describes the proposed implementation for publishing the rights                   
statements in both human­ and machine­readable forms. Our recommendations follow                   
the ​Best Practice Recipes for Publishing RDF Vocabularies , and address our                     14
requirements to provide access to these representations through content negotiation.                   
Our choice of a specific recipe is informed by our need to satisfy all of the minimal and                                   
extended requirements as expressed in the ​Best Practice Recipes : 15
● M1. The 'authoritative' RDF description of a vocabulary, class, or property                     
denoted by an HTTP URI can be obtained by dereferencing the URI of that                           
vocabulary, class, or property. 
● M2. The behavior of an HTTP URI denoting an RDFS/OWL vocabulary, class                       
or property, does not lead to inconsistency in the interpretation of the nature of                           
the denoted resource. 
● E1. 'Human­readable' documentation about an RDF vocabulary, class or                 




● E1.1. A default translation of 'human­readable' documentation about an RDF                   
vocabulary, class or property, denoted by an HTTP URI, can be obtained by                         
dereferencing the URI of that vocabulary, class or property. 
● E1.2. Additional translations of ‘human­readable’ documentation about an RDF                 
vocabulary, class, or property, denoted by an HTTP URI, can be obtained by                         
dereferencing the URI of that vocabulary, class, or property, along with the                       
inclusion of an Accept­Language header in the request. 
As such, we propose the implementation based on a slight variation on recipe 5 from                             
the ​Best Practice Recipes (“Extended configuration for a 'slash namespace', using                     
multiple HTML documents”).  16
The proposed implementation will be an Apache HTTPD or Nginx web server, hosting                         
static serializations of the rights vocabulary, and HTML­based representations for                   








In addition to the web server configuration required by recipe 5, we will add                           
configuration directives that support the use of the Accept­Language header.                   
Additional requirement E1.1 will be satisfied by identifying the default translation,                     
English, to return in the web server configuration directives. The following diagrams                       






In addition to the web server configuration, we will develop scripts and documentation                         
to support the transformation of the canonical RDF serialization (e.g., that are used for                           
vocabulary maintenance) to the various RDF serializations and translations in HTML                     
needed for publication. 
In terms of management of the vocabulary, we feel that a minimal infrastructure                         




immediate needs. While we anticipate the vocabulary changing, there remains an                     
open question on governance about how and by whom new changes to the rights                           
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